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We consider a large class of arithmetical functions generated by Diriclilet 
series satisfying a very general functional equation with gamma factors. In 
our previous paper we obtained a “one-sided” Ja result, but here a “two-sided” 
Q result is obtained in most cases. Unfortunately, the method fails in the classical 
circle and Dirichlet divisor problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we proved an IR theorem for a large class of arithmetical functions 
generated by Dirichlet series satisfying a fairly general functional equation. 
Our theorem was “one sided” in that we obtained an 9, result or an sZ_ 
result (but not both), depending upon the particular arithmetical function. 
Our present aim is to obtain “two-sided” results for a large class of 
arithmetical functions. The method of proof is due to Szegb and Walfisz 
[51. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We first give 
DEFINITION I. [3]. Let (a(n)> and (b(n)) be two sequences of complex 
numbers, not identically zero. Let {A,} and {pn} be two strictly increasing 
sequences of positive numbers tending to co. Let s = u + it with u and t 
both real. Suppose that 
VW = i 44 A,“, 
n-1 
* Part I of this paper was published in J. Number Theory 3 (1971), l-6. Research 
supported in part by NSF grant GP-7506. 
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converge in some half-plane and have abscissas of absolute convergence 
0, and (T,*, respectively. Let 
44 = ir rcolys + P”), 
L-1 
where 01, > 0 and /$ is real, v = l,..., iV. If r is real, we say that y and # 
satisfy the functional equation 
d(s) q?(s) = d(r - s) #(r - s) 
if there exists in the s-plane a domain, which is the exterior of a compact 
set, in which there exists a holomorphic function x such that 
(0 liml,l,, x(u + it> = 0, 
uniformly in every interval -co < or < 0 < uz < co; 
09 x(4 = 4s) d4, u > ua 9 
x(s) = 4 - 4 $4 - s), u < r - cra*. 
Except for Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, the following assumptions and nota- 
tions will be maintained during the entire sequel. For x > 0 let 
Q,(x) = Q(x) = & 1, $J xs ds, 
where %? is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of the integrand. 
Define A(x) and P&) = P(x) by 
A(x) = c’ a(n) = Q(x) + P(x). 
&<:r 
Qdx>~ B(x) and pd x are similarly defined. Assume that b(n) >, 0 and > 
that there exist constants c and p such that 
B(x) - Q,(x) - cx“a* logo-lx 
as x tends to co. We shall also assume that 
(2.1) 
Q&‘(x) - CIJ,*PO*-~ log”-lx. 
If the singularities of # are at most poles, (2.2) is assured. Let 
(24 
0 = r/2 - l/4& (2.4) 




/3 = -“$ Igv + N/2 - rar/2 - 314. G-9 
Assume that P,+~ - pn = o&) as n tends to co, K > 0, and 
cos&) # 0. Then, in [l] we showed that if cos@r) > 0, 
Re{P(x)} = 1;2+(xe{log xp {log log X}Q-l), 
and if cos(@r) < 0, 
Re{P(x)} = Q.(xe{log xp {log log x}p-l). 
For our theorems below we can remove the restriction that cos(@) # 0. 
Let 
y = 201/c - 1 (2.7) 
and define for a real, 
g(4 =jr ecu%’ cos(au + /3r) du, (2.8) 
which converges since K > 0. We now restrict ourselves to those values 
of /3 and y such that g(u) has a sign change. In other words, 
there are real numbers a1 , u2 , c1 , and cz and positive numbers 
cQandc,suchthat~u,~=c,,~u,~=c,,g(u,)=c,,g(u,)=-c,. (2.9) 
In Section 7 we shall give some general conditions under which (2.9) is 
satisfied. We are now ready to state 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions and notation of the preceding 
paragraphs, 
Re{P(x)} = sZ,t(xs{log x)” (log log X}O-l). 
For the arithmetical functions in question, Theorem 2.1 yields improve- 
ments on our result given above and results of Landau [4], and 
Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [2 and 3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21. 
Furthermore, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 we have 
THEOREM 2.2. There exist positive constants c5 and c6 and a positive, 
strictly increasing sequence (y,} tending to CO such that both inequalities 
*Re{P(x)} > c,xs{log xp {log log x)0-l 
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y, < x < y, + c,yl,-l@{log y,}+-l’? 
Landau [4] has proven a similar theorem for a large class of arithmetical 
functions generated by Dirichlet series satisfying a more general functional 
equation than ours. Namely, he showed that there exist positive constants 
c, and c8 and a positive, strictly increasing sequence (~~1 tending to cc 
such that both inequalities 
where 0 is given by (2.4), have solutions in each interval 
Y, d x < Y, + cRYy2w. 
Thus, Theorem 2.2 gives an improvement on Landau’s theorem for the 
arithmetical functions of this paper. 
We conclude with a couple of very easy theorems which improve the 
lower bound of the order of the error term P(x) in many cases. However, 
the theorems give no information about the sign of P(x). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let CJI satisfy Dejinition I and, for simplicity, assume 
that the singularities of q~ are poles. Suppose that as x tends to co, 
Re(Q(x)} - axb loge x, (2.10) 
where a, b and c are real. Suppose also that 
X < AX, = h,+I - h, < p logg A, (2.11) 
for all n su$iciently large, where h, p > 0 and 0 < q < 1. Then, 
Re(P(x)} = G(xb-l log” x). 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 2.3, 
except that (2.10) is replaced by 
RdQW - axb, 
and (2.11) is replaced by 
X < Ah, < p/I,? (2.12) 
Then, 
Re{P(x)} = SZ(xb-l). 
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The proof of Theorem 2.4 is like that of Theorem 2.3. Of course, 
analogous theorems hold for Im{P(x)}. One could state other theorems 
similar to Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. For example, (2.11) and (2.12) could be 
altered so that h is replaced by a decreasing function of A, . 
If b - 1 > 8, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 yield improvements on our previous 
results and the aforementioned results of Landau, and Chandrasekbaran 
and Narasimhan. 
Contrary to [l], we shall find it convenient to number the positive 
constants which arise in the paper, and we denote them by c, , n = 1,2,.... 
The summation sign C appearing with no indices will always mean CF=‘=, . 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 3.1. For 5 > 0 put 
and 
where (Y and /3 are given by (2.3) and (2.6), respectively. Then, us [ tends 
to 0, 
f(5,4 - Gd4 5‘+ lorlwl, (3.1) 
where g(u) is defined by (2.8), K is given by (2.5), and p is defined by (2.1). 
ProoJ We have by partial summation 
say. 
= m 4 + ho, 4, (3.2) 
We first examine fi . Upon integrating by parts and then replacing 
([u)~/~~ by u, we find that 
m, 4 
= 




~~,l~l,ra Qs’(uaal# e- usu2a-ra-2~2 cos(uu + /IT) du + O(1). 
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Upon using (2.2), we conclude that 
s 
m 
fi(5,4 - 2~wz*5-K 
(&up” 
e-ueuY log0-l(u2”/5) cos(uu + fir) du 
- q&4 ex lw-‘(m 
(3.3) 
where y is given by (2.7) and q, = 201cu,*. 
Since P(u) = o(z& logo-” u) as u tends to co, a straightforward calcula- 
tion gives 
$A(& 4 = 4kK los”-‘m>. 
Combining (3.3) and (3.4) with (3.2), we have (3.1). 
(3.4) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 5c,, = q, min(c, , cq). For 0 < 5 < l/3 put 
and 
Then, cl1 2 3 can be chosen so that 
F(O d cu,P log“-W). 
ProoJ We have, by partial summation and (2.1), 
WI < -jm Cdl Hu) & U-&C, UN du 
i 
co 
G Cl2 e-lW'a u~-~{((u)~~~ + c13} log”-’ u du, 
CllJC 
where c13 = r/2 + l/401. Replacing cu by v and noting that 
lwW0 < log v log(l/O, 
since v, I/[ > 3, we find that 
f’(e) < c12(-, log”-1(1/n I,, e--vl’Svx-l(vl~ar + cl3 log’-’ u du. 
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Now, let cl1 be determined by the following inequalities: 
s 
m 
Cl1 z 3, Cl2 .e-~%-1(vll~ + c12) log-l v dv < cl0 . 
Cl1 
Lemma 3.2 now follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. For 0 < 5 < l/3, 
c b(n) m /&I) < c14P lw-lu/o. 
CL?L~%IE 
This follows immediately from [l, Lemma 3.71. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let z,, > 3 be given. Then, we can find z, , z2 such that 
z, , z2 > z0 , z, - z2 = a, - a2 , where a, and a, are given in (2.9), 
ml 3 4 > ClOlW" Zl ~~og~%zl)"-l, (3.5) 
and 
-.f(52,~3 > clo~ogK z2w%log ZzY, (3.6) 
where 
51 = w%z,, t2 = l/log z2 . (3.7) 
Proof. We employ Dirichlet’s approximation theorem [I, Lemma 6.11. 
Let e be determined by pFLG < cII/[ < pc+l and put 
4 = P7%/c101 + 1. 
Then, by Dirichlet’s theorem, there exist integers w, , n = I,..., e, and a v 
in the interval be , qGpc] such that 
K5&P2* v - 27Twn I < wq < ClOlCl, . 
From the fact that 
1 cos(x + y) - cos x I = 1 -2 sin $(2x + y) sin iv I < I y I , 
it follows that 
I cos(~&.b)l~z~ (a + 4 + P4 - ~~~~~&J1~2a a + P4I 
< l(ifpn)1’2e v - 27rw, I < C~O/C,, . (3.8) 
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Thus, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2 and (3.8) 
I f(it, a + u> - f(5,4 
- cos(&,>1'2~~ + 84 + 2m) 
< C14P lwYl/~~ Cl&14 + 2C,,5-K hY-l(m (3.9) 
= 3+)5-K logo-‘( l/f). 
By Lemma 3.1, (2.9), and the choice of cl0 in Lemma 3.2, we have for a 
equal to a, and a2 , respectively, 
ztf(& 4 > 4c,,P loP(l/O (3.10) 
for 6 small enough, say 0 < f < cl5 . In the sequel the + sign always 
corresponds to a, , the - sign to a2 . Thus, for 0 < 5 < c15, we have by 
(3.9) and (3.10), 
3 C&( logo-‘( l/6). 
We now choose C such that 
pt 2 cl + c2 + z. + exp(l/c,,). 
Choose z1 = a, + u and z2 = a2 + U. Clearly, z1 
Since v 3 pp , 
zl 3 al + cl + c2 + z. + exp(l/c,,) 
3 c2 + z. + exp(l/c,,) 3 z. . 
- 
(3.11) 
z2 = a, - a, . 
Similarly, z2 > z0 . Since z1 > exp(l/c,,), we have l/log z1 < cl5 . 
Similarly, l/log z2 < cl, . Hence, we can choose for values of 5 those 
given by (3.7). Putting these values of a and 4 in (3.1 l), we have completed 
the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. 
Assume that there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all x sufficiently 
large, 
&Re(P(x)} < Kxe logK x(log log x)“-l. 
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be complete if we can show that there is a 
positive constant cl6 such that 
K > cl6 . (4.1) 
If E(X) = exp(-cl,{&}l’“), by the same argument as in [l, Section 61, 
we have for k tending to co, 
cos(c18k1/2{&n}1/2a + /%r) < c,,K log” k(log log k)l)-l, 
(4.2) 
where 
4 = cx,llog(c,,k), c20 = 2c;;, c21 = c;*/c1, * (4.3) 
Put z = (c21k)1/2 and { = l/log z. With the aid of (4.3), straightforward 
calculations show that c,,[~/~ = glla and c18k1/2p/2a = pJ2az. It follows 
from (4.2) that 
if@, z) < c,,K log” z(log log z)p--l. (4.4) 
Now, suppose K < c10/c22 and let 5 assume the values & and f2 and z the 
values z1 and z2 , respectively, from Lemma 3.4. We see that in these 
cases (4.4) is a contradiction to (3.5) and (3.6). Hence, if we take cl8 = 
c10/c22 , (4.1) is proven, and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. 
Let k,’ = z12/c21 , ki = z22/c21 , k, = [k,‘] and k, = [k,‘]. A straight- 
forward calculation shows that 
k,’ - k,’ = c2&zl - a,) k;‘j2 - C&I, - a2)2, 
where c29 = 2/cz1 . Thus, as kl tends to co, 
k, - k, - c2& - a,) k;12. (5.1) 
In [l, equation (5.8)] we showed that as k tends to co, 
= c2,g8kue C “($f$r) cos(c,,kl/2{&,}1/2~ + ,&r) + O(ka8-‘/4), 
CL* (5.2) 
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where 6 is given by (4.3). We also showed that if S(k) is the sum on the 
right side of (5.2) and k is a continuous variable, then S(k) - S([k]) = o(l). 
These facts together with Lemma 3.4 and the proof of Theorem 2.1 show 




e-‘uK1 Re{P(&u”)} du > c25k;e logK-e k,(log log k,)D-l (5.3) 
and 
1 m -- 
s k,! o 
e-Uuke Re(P(&u”)} du > cz5Qe logK-O k&log log k&‘--l, (5.4) 
where 65 = c20110g(c21kl) and t2 = c20110gtc2&2). 
Now, set for any integer k 
N,(k) = NI = k - v(k log k)lj2 
and 
(5.5) 
N,(k) = N, = k + T(k log k)li2, (5.6) 
where 7 > 0 is chosen such that 
q* + 4 - $7” < 0. (5.7) 
Furthermore, put N,(k,) = N,‘, N,(kd = N,‘, N,(k,) = N: and 
N,(k,) = N,” . Our objective is to show that as k tends to co, 
1 Nl 
I’=n o s 
e-“ukP(&) du = o(l) (5.8) 
and 
I2 = A I,, e-“ukP(&) du = o(l). 
We first examine II . Trivially, 
(5.9) 
Zl = 0 (s s,” ePuk+aoa* log’-‘(&“) du). 
Pick w  large enough so that OLU~* + o > 0. Choose k large enough so 
that NI < k - w. Then, as e-“uk-w is increasing on 0 < u < k - w, 
c -%a* Zl = 0 ( k! eKNINf-” I 
Nl 
u o ooa*+o log”-‘(&) du) 
z 0 (& e--N~~lK+oro,*+l logo--0,*--l k) . (5.10) 
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Again, trivially, 
I, = 0 (g I;2 e0.4k+ao~* logpT1u du). 
Now, e-“uk+o**+2 logD-l u is decreasing on k + au,* + 3 < u < co. If k 
is large enough, Nz > k + au,* + 3. Hence, 
Z-Z 0 (A e-N2Ny+l log-%*-l k). (5.11) 
We examine both (5.10) and (5.11) together. We take the logarithm of 
the expression in the O-terms of (5. IO) and (5.11). With the use of Stirling’s 
formula, (5.5) and (5.6), this logarithm is 
- (k + 4) log k + k + O(1) - k & q(k log k)1/2 
+ (k + 2~* + 1) log{k q= q(k log k)lj2} + (p - 0,” - 1) log log k. 
(5.12) 
Since 
log{k =F q(k log k)1’2} = log k + log{1 T y(k-l log k)+} 
(5.12) becomes upon simplification 
( cm,* + + - &j”) log k + (p - CT,* - 1) log log k + O(1). 
Exponentiating the above expression and using (5.7), we have shown (5.8) 
and (5.9). 





e-Wk du = 1 + o(l). (5.13) 












epUuk2 Re{P(&u”)} du > cz6Ge logK-e k&log log kz>p-l. 
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We now show that for k, and k, large enough there exist u, and u2 with 
N,’ < u1 < N,’ and NJ < u2 < N,” such that if c2, = $cza , 
Re(P(&u,“)) > cz7ky8 logK-8 k,(log log k,)p-l (5.15) 
and 
- Re{P([,u,“)) > c27k;8 logKP8 k,(log log k,)“-l. (5.16) 
Suppose, for example, that (5.15) is false. Then, 
1 
k,! N, s 
N2’ eeuukl Re(P(&u”)) du 
< c,,k;’ 10g”-~ k,(log log k&‘-l 
\ kI! s 
N,‘ e-uuk1 du 
4’ 
Using (5.13), we deduce a contradiction to (5.14) for kI large enough. 
Hence, (5.15) and (5.16) are established. 
Set 
Xl = t%la, x2 = &u,=. (5.17) 
Then, as k, tends to co, 
‘20 k 01 
x1 - log k, ’ ’ 
log x1 - a log k, , log log x1 - log log k, . 
(5.18) 
Similar formulas hold for x1 replaced by x2 . If follows that 
kT8 log-@ k,(log log k,)“-l N c~c;~x~~ logK x,(log log xl)O-l. (5.19) 
A similar formula holds with kI replaced by k, . Hence, from (5.15), 
(5.17) and (5.19) we have with cg = &z,,ol-+c$, 
Re{P(xJ} > cgx18 logK x,(log log x&‘-l. 
From (5.16) (5.17) and a formula analogous to (5.19) we have 
- Re{P(x,)) > cBxB8 logK x,(log log x.&-I. 
By the mean value theorem and (5.1) it follows that 
5, - 5, = O(k;li2 log2 k,). (5.20) 
By the mean-value theorem, the definition of u1 and uz , and (5.1) we find 
that 
a Ul” - u2 = O(k;-lf2 log”2k,). (5.21) 
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By the same arguments, we can replace k, by k, on the right sides of (5.20) 
and (5.21). Thus, by (5.17), (5.20), (5.21), (5.19, and their analogous 
formulas, we have 
x1 - x2 = t&la - U29 + (51 - 59 U2a 
= O(k”,-1’2 log-“2 k,) 
= 0(x;-l/2” log+-l/2@ x1) 
= q$-*Pa logt-lP~ x2). 
In other words, 
and 
I x, - x2 1 < c,x;-l/2a 10g+-1/2a x1 
1 x1 - x2 1 < c,x:-1/2m 1og*-r/20: x2 . 
Thus, if we choose y = r&(x, , x.J, then both inequalities 
-g(x) > c5x” log” x(log log xp-1 
have solutions in the interval 
y < x < y + c&l/2= logf--l/2a y. 
Theorem 2.2 now follows since as k, and k, tend to co, x1 and x2 tend to 
co as well. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. 
By (2.10) and (2.1 l), 
ReVYU - SL + WLN 
= ReWL> - Q&l - 4L + ~&J + QO, + WU 
= WQ& + WL> - QGLN 
- a@, + i)A&Jb logC{X,(l + @l&J&J} - ah,b loge A, 
= a@, + 4AhJb log” A, - aA,* log” A, + O(hk-1 logO+*--l A,) 
= $ubh;-lAh, log” A,, + O(h;-” logc+2s h,,) 
+ 0(x;-1 1ogc+- A,), 
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where the other terms of Re{Q& + @h,,) - Q&)} (if any) are treated 
in the same manner as the leading term above. Thus, by (2.11) we have for 
II sufficiently large, 
1 Re(P(h,J - P(Xn + @h,)}I >, $X ( ub I xi--l log” hn + O(hi-r logc+*-l A,). 
(6.1) 
This proves Theorem 2.3, for if Re(P(x)) = &xb--l log” x) we have a 
contradiction to (6.1). 
7. THE VALIDITY OF (2.9) 
We first establish a general condition which insures (2.9). We will then 
prove some rather limited results. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose cos@~) # 0. Then, if y 3 1313, (2.9) holds. 
Proof. In (2.8) replace u2 by u and let d = $(y - 1). Then, 
d4 = ; 1; e-“t.8 cos(uu+ + /3-r) du. 
We note that sgn g(0) = sgn cos@r). 
Assume first that cos@r) > 0. Let b be determined by 1 b I < 1 and 
(b - 1) = /3(mod 2). Since b # 0, it suffices to show that 
s 
m  
e-Q cos(-br(u/d)f + (b - 1)~) du < 0, (7.1) 
0 
where we assume that d > 0. Now, 
Thus, 
1 - COS(~~T(U/~)~~~ - b7T) = 2 sin2{@@ - (u/d)‘12)) 
< $b27r2(l - @@l/2)2. 
W+ l)+j; e-W COS(-h(u/d)f + (b - 1)~) du 
1 m 
< - b2r2 
2 I 
e-“ud(l - (~/l)f)~ du 
= $b2m2&d + 1) - 2d-fF(d + 3/2) + d-lF(d + 2)}. (7.2) 
To prove (7.1) it is therefore sufficient to show that the right side of (7.2) 
6411313-4 
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is less than r(d + 1). After some simplification and manipulation, we then 
find that it is sufficient to show that 
r(d + 9 > 1 _ 2d 
d+r(d) b2rr2(2d + 1) ’ 
or since j b 1 < 1, it is sufficient to show that 
r(d + 4) > 1 _ 2d 
d+l-‘(d) n2(2d + 1) ’ 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
From Stirling’s formula we deduce that 
> d log(d + &) - (d + 4) + & log(27rj 
1 1 
+ 12(d + Q) - 360(d + -&)>” 
- ; log d 
- (d - 4) log d + d - + log(27r) - kd 
1 1 
= dlog(l + l/24 - 2 - 24d(d + +) - 
1 






64d4 2 24d(d + +) - 36O(d + 4)” 
1 
I+ l 
1 = ---- 
8d 64d3 48d2(d + 4) - 360(d + +)>” - (7.5) 
Exponentiating (7.5) and using the fact that for all real x, e” 3 1 + X, 
we find from (7.4) that it is sufficient to show that 
1 1 2d 
48d2(d + :) + 36O(d + Q)3 < 7r2(2d + 1) ’ (7.6) 
A calculation shows that (7.6) is true when d > 5/3. Since d = +(y - l), 
this corresponds to y > 13/3, and the proof of (7.1) is complete. 
If cos@r) < 0, then cos((j3 - 1) n} > 0. We proceed exactly as above 
with jl replaced by ,L3 - 1. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Condition (2.9) is valid provided that 
W + 4) > l _ 2d 
d112r(d) b27r2(2d + 1) ’ 
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where b = (/3 + l)(mod 2) if cos(/Lr) > 0 and b = /3(mod 2) if cos 
@n)<O,lbI <1. 
Proof. This follows from (7.3). 
LEMMA 7.3. Ifcos@r) = 0, (2.9) is valid. 
Proof. If cos@?T) = 0, g( ) a is an entire odd function of a. By letting 
a = i, we see that g(a) is not identically zero. Hence, g(a) has a sign 
change. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let /3 = b (mod 2), where / b j < 1. Then, (2.9) is fake 
if either of the following holds: 
(i) I b I + 9 I y I < $ and cos@~ f $4~ + 1)) b 0. 
(ii) j b I - 4j 1 y I 3 3 and cos{/?.rr f +-(y + 1)) < 0. 
Under any of the following conditions (2.9) holds: 
(iii) cos@r) and cosQ3~ + +(r + l)} have opposite signs. 
(iv) cos@r) and cos{/k - &r(, + l)} hate opposite signs. 
(v) cos{/3m i &(y + 1)) have opposite signs. 
(vi) COS(/%T + &r(y + 1)) = 0; cos(,&r) and cos(@ + &rr} have 
opposite signs. 
(vii) cos(j3~ - &r(r + l)} = 0; cos@r) and cos{/%r - &ry} have 
opposite signs. 
(viii) COS{/~X + $r(, + 1)) = 0; cos{@r - &r(y + l)} and cos 
(@T + $rry) have opposite signs. 
(ix) cos{@ - &T(Y + l)} = 0; cos{@ + &-(r + I)} and cos 
(PT - &y) have opposite signs. 
(x) cos{~~ f &(y + 1)) = 0; cos@m f &rr) have opposite signs. 
Note that under (i) and (ii), necessarily - 1 < y < 0. 
Proof. The proof rests upon the following representation of g(a) due 
to Szegii and Walfisz [5]: 
I s 
m #I4 g(a) = Re e-@m .cuz(u - $a>’ du 
0 
+ ,-os{pT + &?T(Y + 1)) J”:‘“’ e(+QlalJ2uY du = II + 1~ , (7.7) 
say, where the + and - signs correspond to a > 0 and a < 0, respectively. 
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(In fact, (7.7) is derived only for special values of /? and y in [5], but the 
proof is the same in the more general case.) 
Since 1 arg(u - &ia>y j d b 1 y 1 , (i) follows from the fact that Z, and I, 
are both nonnegative, and (ii) follows from the fact that Z1 and I, are both 
nonpositive. 
For large I a I , sgn g(u) = sgn Z2 = sgn cos{/Lr f &r(y + l)}. Since 
sgn g(0) = sgn cos@r)), (iii)-(v) follow. 
For I a [ large enough, sgn Z, = sgn cos@r f &ry), where the + and 
- signs correspond to a > 0 and a < 0, respectively. Thus, (vi)-(x) 
follow. 
We remark that if y is an integer, Z1 can be evaluated explicitly, and Z2 
can be fairly easily approximated, especially if a = 2. Combined with the 
remarks of the previous proof, a sign change may possibly be determined. 
In fact, g(a) can always be exactly calculated in terms of two generalized 
hypergeometric functions of the form & . A knowledge of the zeros or 
sign changes of these functions would undoubtedly yield more informa- 
tion on the validity of (2.9). We conjecture that (2.9) is true for all /3 and 
y such that y > 0. 
8. EXAMPLES 
We briefly list the implications of Theorem 2.1 for some classical 
arithmetical functions. For more details and other examples see [l]. 
Consider (J&(S)) O, where & denotes the Dedekind zeta-function for the 
algebraic number field K of degree n, and p is a positive integer. By the 
results of Section 7, including the remarks after the proof of Lemma 7.4, 
we have from Theorem 2.1, 
P(x) = Q*({x log x} (on--l)lzQn {log log x>P-l), 
except for the following cases: n = 1 and p = 2 (Dirichlet’s divisor 
problem); n = 2 and p = 1 (all quadratic fields); II = 3, p = 1, and Kis 
totally real. In these exceptional cases Lemma 7.4 shows that (2.9) does 
not hold. 
Let {(Q, s) be the Epstein zeta-function associated with the positive 
definite quadratic form Q in k 3 2 variables. Then, by the results of 
Section 7, we have from Theorem 2.1 if k Z 4, 
P(x) = Q*({x log x}(k-I@). 
If k = 2 or 3, Lemma 7.4 shows that (2.9) fails to hold. 
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